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Across
2. Focused on getting Latinos elected to office
3. Founder of the Moral Majority
5. What Stalin did to West Berlin from 1948-1949
7. Where the vast majority of new homes in the 1950s were built
11. Anti-war candidate who challenged Johnson in the New Hampshire primary
15. Foreign relations should be determined by power, not morality
19. Group who stressed self-determination in their 1961 Declaration of Purpose
20. Country visited by Nixon in 1972
21. Belief of Reagan that businesses should operate with less government interference
22. Democratic candidate for President in the 1968 general election
24. Commission that investigated the Kennedy Assassination
28. Theory that if one country fell to Communism, others would
32. Their actions brought about a federal ban on segregation in travel facilities
33. Accused by its opponents of being “reverse discrimination”
Down
1. Ended the recount of the 2000 election
4. Quality wanted by 1950s businesses in their employees
6. First satellite in space
8. Where the majority of Reagan’s spending went
9. 1973 Act designed to limit the President’s war-making ability
10. Religion of John Kennedy, which became an issue in the 1960 campaign
12. Military strategy of Kennedy to fight limited wars around the world
13. Period of better Cold War relations in the 1970s
14. Republican creator of the “Contract With America”
16. Killed on Obama’s orders in 2011
17. Location the Chinese Nationalists fled to in 1949
18. Hurricane whose aftermath made many to become dissatisfied with GW Bush
23. Became the primary source of infotainment in the 1950s
25. Where potential Vietnam draftees could remain on a deferment
26. Name given to the scandal that led to Nixon’s resignation
27. Introduced by Westmoreland to show Americans that the Vietcong were nearly defeated
29. Common nickname of the plan to reduce the number of uninsured Americans
30. Overturned “separate but equal” in public schools
31. 1960s movement led by Baby Boomers who rebelled against tradition

